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(1) Our Products 
 
Steelworld Mfg. Corp. makes steel wire products for contractor consumables and 

wholesaler/ hardware store supplies. The company mainly manufactures Wire 

Mesh, Galvanized Iron Wire, and Wire Nails for everyday construction purposes as 

well as BI Wire for fabrication purposes. We have grown into the biggest steel wire 

manufacturer in the Philippines since the early 2000’s. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WIRE MESH used for concrete reinforcement & precasting. Our steel meshes 

are of actual specs and follow ASTM standards. We maintain cutomers’ desired 

level of Yield Strength & Tensile Strength as we provide test results for contractors’ 

requirements. 

We have invested in high-capacity wire mesh-welding machines from Singapore 

for the Philippines’ increasing usage of this material. Aside from commercial sizes, 

we also accept made-to-order specifications from customers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

300 MT/ month 

1300 MT/ month 



 

  

 

 

 

GI WIRE used as tie-wire for steel bar reinforcement. Our GI wire follows PNS-113 

standards from Bureau of Product Standards (BPS). We assure customers of 

features like “rust protect” and “easy bend”. We also reprocess our GI wires into 

other commercial products like: Barbed Wire; Cyclone Wire; and Hog Wire. 

 

We have achieved industry-leading capacity in our 2 galvanizing lines in 

supplying Luzon, Mindanao, and parts of Visayas. We practice hot-dip 

galvanization which is more than twice as resistant as China-made GI wire which 

practice Zinc electroplating. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WIRE NAILS used as fasteners for wood. Our wire nails follow PNS-136 standards 

from BPS. We assure customers of consistently sharp points and “full heads” of our 

nails. We manufacture different types of nails that include: Common, Finishing, 

Hardiflex, Flat Head, and Staple. We are the unquestioned industry-leader in nail 

quality in the Philippines, having invested heavily on Denmark-made machines 

over Asian-made machines. 

 

 

 

800 MT/ month 



 

  

(2) History 
 
Steelworld Mfg. Corp. was established in 1984 and started from humble 

beginnings.  The factory was then located in Grace Park, Caloocan City with 

only eight (8) workers manning four machines producing two kinds of nail 

products – common nails and finishing nails. 

 

Moreover, after a few years of operation the company was able to 

manufacture new lines of steel products such as BI wires and plain bars.  Like any 

other establishments, it also had its own share of crucial moments when faced 

with the economic and energy crisis.  But due to proper planning and better-

quality products that are consistently manufactured by our skilled workers, 

Steelworld was able to increase its sales volume and expand to a new factory 

site located at Karuhatan Valenzuela City.  It has an area of 4,800 sq. m and 

employs 150 skilled workers.  The company’s growth gave room for the 

expansion of its product lines to now include barbed wires, cyclone wires, GI 

wires, Hog wires, ribbed bars and welded wire mesh. 

 

Having established the company’s progressive set-up in the production line and 

a better link to customers, the company gave birth to a larger site located just a 

few blocks away from the main factory. Customers have trusted us to extend 

our superior customer service for years by delivering better quality products at 

the best reasonable price. 

 

 

  



 

  

Vision and Mission 

 

STEELWORLD MANUFACTURING has maintained an emphasis 

on job quality throughout its years in manufacturing. Even as 

our competitors sacrifice product integrity for cheap price, 

we still maintain our 3 core missions in manufacturing. 

 

1) To maintain our company’s status as the leading 

manufacturer of GI WIRE & STEEL WIRE NAIL products. 

 

2) To be known as the WELDED WIRE MESH manufacturer 

with the most integrity in specs. 

 

3) To manufacture quality products with the least possible 

rejects. 

 
 

Quality Policies 
 

STEELWORLD MANUFACTURING recognizes that customer 

satisfaction is the key to survival in the market today. To 

achieve that, the company is committed to transparently 

produce high-standard products at a competitive price. 

 

1) To provide customers with complete information on their 

ordered products via accredited 3rd-party testing. 

 

2) To accomplish delivery no later than 2 – 3 days. 

 

  



 

  

List of Shareholders 

SHAREHOLDER NATIONALITY 

Lam Tai Tin FILIPINO 

Anna Maria Lam FILIPINO 

Paul Yeung Leung Tin BRITISH 

Angelie Yeung FILIPINO 

Aileen Lam FILIPINO 

Aimee L. Gamboa FILIPINO 

 

 

 

Raw Material Suppliers 

STEELWORLD MANUFACTURING has built strong supplier 

relationships with the top local agents of raw materials 

indented abroad. 

 

SUPPLIER CONTACT 

New Hercules Agro-

Industrial Corp. 

848-0036 

American Mineral Zinc 

Metal 

893-7890 

Bon Traders 637-6057 

  



 

  

 

(3) Product List 
 



 

  

(4) Our Major Customers 

STEELWORLD MANUFACTURING has amassed a customer 

base of the country’s top contractors, wholesalers, and 

major hardware stores. Some of which are the following: 

 

1. Monolith Construction 

 

2. DDT Konstract 

 

3. Makati Development Corporation 

 

4. Megawide Construction 

 

5. Fil-American Hardware 
 

 
 
 

(5) Bank References 
 

STEELWORLD MANUFACTURING has maintained an 

exceptional track record with our bank partners as we 

continually import thousands of tonnes of raw materials 

every year. 

 

Account No. BRANCH CONTACT 

BDO Potrero Ms. Oda: 447-4555 

Metrobank Caloocan Ms. Charm: 363-

9929 

PNB Caloocan Ms. Rhizzy: 366-8415 

 



 

  

(6) Production Machines 
 

STEELWORLD MANUFACTURING has continually upgraded its 

machine lineup to models from different suppliers that we 

deem worthy of our quality assurance. 

 

Units Machine Type Make 
60 units Wire-Drawing Japan | China 

  3 units Wire Mesh Welding Singapore | China 

31 units Nail Japan 

16 units Nail Denmark 

  3 lines Hot-Dip Galvanizing Local 

  7 units Cyclone Wire Singapore | Japan 

  4 units Barbed Wire Taiwan | Japan 

  1 unit Hog Wire USA 

  7 units Steel Bar Cutting Local 

 

 
(7) Vehicles 
 

STEELWORLD MANUFACTURING has invested in large-scale 

trucks for everyday bulk deliveries from different customers. 
 

Units Vehicle Type CAPACITY 
3 units Ten-Wheeler 20,000 KGs 

4 units Forwarder 12,000 KGs 

2 units Forwarder   8,000 KGs 

2 unit Canter/Elf   4,000 KGs 

9 units Forklift  

1 unit Boom Truck   6,000 KGs 
 



 

  

(8) Organizational Chart 
  

Lam Tai Tin 

CEO/PRESIDENT 

Anna Lam 

CFO/TREASURY 

Paul Yeung 

COO/VICE PRESIDENT 

Ryan Yeung 

OPERATIONS 

Aimee Gamboa 
SALES & MARKETING 

Ann Tsang 

ACCOUNTING 

PRODUCTION 

& Maintenance 
PERSONNEL 

PURCHASING 
& Administrative 



 

  

 

(9) Vicinity Map 
 


